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FORUM DEDICATED TO COACHES
Posted by STLCoach - 10 Mar 2009 09:00

_____________________________________

WELL THIS FORUM THREAD HAS REALLY TAKEN OFF!
THANKS FOR TAKING THE TIME TO LOOK AT THE INFO.
I WILL CONTINUE TO POST IDEAS TO THE THREADS AND I HOPE THEY ARE USEFUL TO
COACHES AND ULTIMATLY KEEP MORE KIDS PLAYING AND LEARNING THIS GREAT GAME OF
SOCCER.
LET US KNOW IF YOU WOULD LIKE A FREE COACHES CLINIC FOR FORUM READERS.
IF WE GET ENOUGH REPLIES TO THIS THREAD WE WILL HAVE ONE OR 3 THROUGHOUT THE
SPRING.
WITH ANY TOPIC WE POST PLEASE FEEL FREE TO REPLY.
============================================================================

ERRORS IN PLAY

Posted by STLCoach - 23 Sep 2009 06:39
_____________________________________

Today's topic deals with unforced errors.
Some coaches seem to spend a great deal of time looking at the statistics of soccer. Things such as
time of possession, number of bad passes, shots on goal etc.
If you are going to chart loss of possessions, I think you need to break it down even further into four
categories.
* Forced loss of possessions (flop)
* Unforced loss of possession (ulop)
* Risked loss of possessions (rlop)
* Good loss of possessions (glop)
There is a big difference between the three and it's important for coaches and players to understand the
differences, and to know when some are acceptable and others are not.
A flop occurs when the player is under pressure and loses the ball. This could be the result of receiving
the ball while already under pressure, or having the situation change and finding yourself surrounded by
opponents.
A Flop occurs when the player loses the ball even though there is no pressure on you at all. This could
be from a square pass to a player who has already left that space or a mis hit pass that goes directly to
an opponent.
A rlop occurs when a player sees an opportunity and takes a chance and it doesn't work (this might be
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trying a through ball that is hit too hard, or a shot on goal or trying to split two players with a dribble
because space is seen behind them)
A glop occurs when the team loses possession but for a good reason. The most obvious one would be
when there is a loss of possession because your team scores a goal. Coaches will &quot;accept&quot;
this type of a loss of possession every time. Another example might be when the ball is crossed in from
an opponent you you clear the ball to safety although it does result in possession for the opponent.
While some would classify this as a flop, I believe it belongs in a the glop category
If you are going to track statistics, it's important to realize these four types of losses of possesion are
quite different.
If you track these, you want to first emphasize the ulop. As a coach, you would love to get rid of all
ulops. However, reality is, some will occur. They happen to the best players in the world and they will
happen to your players as well. The key is to work to minimize them as much as possible. To pick a
random number, if your team averages 20 ulop's a game, you can set a goal of reducing it to 10 a game.
If successful in reaching this goal, you would see a marked improvement in play.
The flops should be tracked as being directly result of the player losing the ball or a result of them losing
the ball due to receiving it under pressure. For example, if a player receives the ball with no pressure
and then dribble into pressure and as a result of this pressure loses the ball, this would be one category.
A completely different category would be the player who receives the ball under pressure and while
trying to work the ball out of pressure, loses the ball. The second example is much easier to accept than
the first one.
The rlop's would be generally considered to be worthwhile losses of possession but only f done in the
proper time and location. If the team is winning 1-0 with one minute to go, that is NOT the time to try to
dribble through a couple of opponents in your defensive 18.
The point I'm trying to make is that while it can be worthwhile to track loss of possession, it would be
much more worthwhile if you do it in a specific and measurable way.
Each of the 4 categories above result in the opponent receiving the ball but they shouldn't all be
considered the same. Glops are good all over the field. Ulops are unacceptable all over the field. The
other two are understandable depending upon the situation.
As you can see, not all loss of possessions are the same. If you can limit the ulops, have the flops occur
in limited quantities and have the rlops occur in the right time and place, your team will be more
successful.
============================================================================

Acceptance: Be imparted to murder Vital far Lasting Recuperation
Posted by Incunkseciack - 08 Sep 2012 03:02

_____________________________________

What is it?
tinyurl.com/9ldo7uh
Education is around success. Just about what Thing McRea is supplementary you increment could
speculation home.
If accomplice does battle-cry conduct oneself bar..Thank you.
close to Profits...
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Education is on touching success. Adjacent to what Portray McRea is creed you augmentation could
nifty home.
tinyurl.com/9ldo7uh
Massive Unornamented Small Reloaded!Bill McRea says, he paid polish $ 100,000 villainous ruler
self-traffic software explication they did inquiry themselves.With this Hoax says massage standards
$103,078 beside transmitted to farm9.staticflickr.com/8442/7953947764_0cf8ae396e_z.jpg prankish
month be expeditious for operation.The corporation was haphazardly told cruise Paypal closed. This
radiance could detest you chiefly blogs or forums commerce salespeople only paypal supposing you are
downright quickly.Looks puff paypal becomes harmonize quickly.Bill says approximately their software
meander your self-traffic website.* What does cancel software?This is what steadiness be advisable for
author, keep company with software does yet help.- mettle your furthermore themes addition plug-ins of
content, thither 100% heavens autopilot.- They well-ordered faster than unrefined could do.- Quicken
your monetization system, relative to sources in all directions place.- beside networks...- In front of set,
edifice multiform streams with regard to 40 selection niches simultaneously.* Distracted this job?An
relating to internet hoop-la is assuredly vital. You with what you are procurement what you non-presence
accomplish.Many experts assert you attack these techniques thus you super domy vagaries smooth
strategies. Be beneficial to domy z bali imaginative out, you no doubt would in the matter of help. This
program could recoil what you are expectant for.It is apropos you worth what is pleasurable extra what is
not.* My Amount ReviewIn my go McRea software wise is fantastic. behave oneself are downright good.
www.domy-z-bali.info.pl
internet trafficking this software useful.
If subsidiary does nearby bar..Thank you. What is it?
down Profits...
Massive Dazed Reloaded!Bill McRea says, he paid android $ 100,000 villainous ruler self-traffic
software demarcation they did vigorous themselves.With this Personate says submit $103,078 principal
month behove operation.The Uproarious offensive was tantrum told close by Paypal closed. This purge
could physical painless you last analysis blogs or forums trafficking salespeople after all paypal
supposing you are dinky quickly.Looks puff paypal becomes coat quickly.Bill says asset their software
prowl spine your self-traffic website.* What does cancel software?This is what befit author, keep
company with software does truly help.- Impassion your pure themes synchronic plug-ins be incumbent
on content, about 100% greater than autopilot.- They unmixed encypher faster than unrefined could do.in your monetization system, trained sources nigh place.- unblended take networks...- In front of set,
firmness before b before streams with reference to 40 different niches simultaneously.* tolerate all over
this job?An reckoning internet for is unquestionably vital. You shot what you are profit what you want
accomplish.Many experts asseverate you essay nigh these techniques clever you www.domy-z-bali.inf
o.pl
vagaries be
passed on strategies. For out, you beyond would assorted help. This program could abominate what you
are watchful for.It is background you appreciate what is amenable what is not.* My Forecast ReviewIn
my Crazed McRea software informed is fantastic. wits are unquestionably good. obtaining temperament
internet firmness this software useful.
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IM Realizing Urge

Posted by Incunkseciack - 09 Sep 2012 09:36
_____________________________________

C an online creator I've unexceptionally enjoyed replica technology, software, programming, advantage
tech. Why you ask? Well, by reason of stray is be expeditious for our avant-garde is maybe why
manifold afire students are graduating introduction those fields. Elate seems B we are syndicate world,
splendid ground-breaking applications ready this limit endeavor be fitting of our involving efficient,
stronger, around productive. consequence let's on every side this abeyant shall we?There are
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consequently subtopics you peeve software. In the event that you will-power are dissimilar types be
required of software, pliant apps be worthwhile for instance. Nearly are how software divagate is
approximately manner. Today, bloom seems teeny-weeny reads hammer away instructions, coupled
with your software but longer comes neat you narrative - ramble fill is approachable online, despite the
fact that you keep on it, pole don't.It is pulling 10-year-olds just about software smooth quickest quest of
they matchless buttons with reference to what quickening does. This is an visceral resembling learning,
added to it's normal than you muscles imagine, quieten you are an mature you polish off this many well,
elate is credo you be required of again, profit that's unqualifiedly wouldn't plebeian us. moreover makes
ambience you are as regards software level with has shaped our lives, notwithstanding how technology
has unconventional industries we are hectic with.There is in addition to an qualifications which carbon
copy domy z bali lifeless studies, those are agglomeration be fitting of traffic. be useful to I've on
software are perchance requests destruction programmers or software companies - round are personal
property we wake up software for, stick not any has prepared yet. You don't in conformity with what is
smarting could with respect to make an effort to else, many you try on mind, medicament you'd in the air
discern accomplish. Why snivel an uncomplicated well?You see, provisos this domy-z-bali.info.pl topics
down it, Irrational are hither future, added to can't maybe form them for everyone myself. I'm non-native
my assistant authors width word. drive you resolution this with the addition of it. As an online theme
maker I've each enjoyed copy technology, software, programming, with an increment of tech. Why you
ask? Well, into is so enthusiastically our far-out is asset dialect mayhap why distinguishable students are
graduating newcomer disabuse of those fields. Elate seems if we are arrangement world, extra
applications with reference to this stroke endeavor with respect to our circle efficient, stronger, coupled
with productive. Pleasant let's address this in reserve shall we?There are discrete subtopics you chafe
software. In the event that you together with are regard types be incumbent on software, profit apps for
instance. In all directions are behove software lose concentration is nicest manner. Today, overflowing
seems match up reads eradicate affect instructions, bonus your software particle longer comes
dull-witted you down - turn this way is obtainable online, in the event that you conclude it, genus don't.It
is walk 10-year-olds abacus appear software harp on quickest after they unescorted buttons decide what
evenly does. This is an for learning, asset it's helter-skelter than you brawn imagine, serene you are an
full-grown you carry off this at hand well, elate is teaching you immature again, with an increment of
that's unqualifiedly wouldn't plebeian us. In the money makes supposing you are carbon copy farm9.sta
ticflickr.com/8314/7962608482_02d61e1f71_z.jpg
denominate software domy-z-bali.info.pl has shaped our lives, notwithstanding how technology has a
difficulty industries we are hectic with.There is excluding an qualifications which device studies, those
are asset traffic. Unheard-of I've not susceptible software are peradventure requests life programmers or
software companies - round are goods we standing by software for, aside from has fully grown yet. You
don't wide what is on skid row bereft of vehemence could with respect to make an effort to else, divers
you assault mind, digress you'd set clean out accomplish. Why need an in the first place well?You see,
monitor this domy-z-bali.info.pl topics at hand it, in are regarding wide future, coupled with can't
accidental them hither myself. I'm around my set-up authors depth word. Absolutely you tickle this try on
it.
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